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The Dressing - A New Season – by Marcy Lytle 

It’s the beginning of a new season this month, when we’re out shopping for the bright colors of 
spring.  Florals and color are emerging as the winter ends, and spring awakens.  Puffed 
shoulders, knots and twists, the color yellow, and even polka dots are showing up on the 
runway and in stores!  We’ve browsed a bit and chosen Target for our place of choice this 
month to pick a few of these fun ideas, as that familiar store is affordable and easy to access, 
and their clothing line is really cute! 

Go on! Reorganize your closet, add a few new pieces, put the heavy sweaters to the side, and 
line up the colorful array of something seasonal! 

Purple – This long flowy floral fabric looks amazing in the hues of purple (check out those 
sandals!).  If it’s still too chilly to wear no sleeves, consider a cardigan or wrap to go over…or 
store the dress away until summer.  Loving this dress! 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-floral-maxi-dress-chiasso-purple/-/A-53205059#lnk=sametab 

A Wrap – Isn’t this dress lovely?  And it looks so comfortable and flattering with the fabric belt 
cinching the waist. Black and white with a touch of color…always a spring classic for any closet. 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-floral-wrap-dress-loramendi-black-white/-/A-
53184553#lnk=sametab 

Split and Sheer - I really love this mesh overlay top that looks so cute with jeans, for a day out 
shopping when the weather warms up.  It’s soft and subtle, and oh so spring-like! 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-short-sleeve-embroidered-mesh-overlay-top-xhilaration-153-
cream/-/A-52804408#lnk=sametab 

Puff on the Shoulder – This simple navy blouse stands out because of the shoulders.  Puffed 
shoulders are in this spring, and you really don’t need any other detail than that!  So very 
pretty… 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-printed-puff-shoulder-shirt-a-new-day-153-navy/-/A-
53219593#lnk=sametab 

Mules – Have you seen these?  I’m still debating on whether or not to add these to my 
wardrobe, but they’re growing on me…especially the hue of yellow this season!  Try these with 
capris or a skirt, or skinny jeans. 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-serafina-embroidered-satin-flat-mules-who-what-wear-153/-
/A-52492326#lnk=sametab&preselect=52391806 

Purse in B&W – I suppose black and white is classic and will be forever.  Isn’t this a cute bag 
for spring in the two colors? Wear it long or wear it short, it’s your choice! 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-sophia-crossbody-bag-who-what-wear-153/-/A-
53280314#lnk=sametab&preselect=52985817 



Jumpsuit – Stripes, comfort, style – what else could you want?  LOVING this jumpsuit for 
spring!  They say to add a pair of sleek heels, and we agree! Do you? 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-striped-jumpsuit-xhilaration-153-stone/-/A-
52804509#lnk=sametab 

I love the change of seasons, although it usually bounces back and forth as winter struggles to 
lose its hold in a lot of places where we live.  Shopping for a new season just brightens my step, 
as well as my attitude!  It’s fun to notice the new trends and add a few to my collection of 
clothing and accessories to wear.  Enjoy your hunt in this new season, when the sun starts to 
warm things up and cause new color to appear. 
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Seven 4 You – The Clutter – by Marcy Lytle 

I don’t know about you, but many of us, spring cleaning is a real thing.  We’re sort of tired of all 
the “stuff” that piled up since Christmas, was leftover around the house from the holidays, and 
once the light of spring arrives, it highlights all of the junk we need to store and organize and 
clean up!  There are always the big jobs of floors and windows and baseboards, but what about 
those little places that collect a mess?  

Here are a few suggestions on corralling all of the loose papers, pens, mail, etc. that drive us 
crazy with their appearance on every table and counter in the house: 

For your kitchen stuff: I have notepads, scissors, and extra pair of glasses, magazine clips of 
recipes, gift cards, etc. that end up in a stack on my kitchen table…so I bought this cute MAIL 
organizer (seven bucks at Ross!) to house all of those things.  I love it.  I actually love placing 
those items in the box.  And when it gets full, I promise myself to file things where they go or 
toss them in the trash! 

For your magazines and journals and folders – oh my! We found these large boxes with 
slots at our local office supply store, and they came in gray – so they match our kitchen décor!  
They happen to fit – one for him and one for me – under our kitchen table.  They keep our work 
off the table and where it belongs!  

For the car.  There’s a pretty bag (bought at Barnes and Noble) that sits in the center behind 
our seats, in the car, on the floor.  In it is a game, an extra pair of walking shoes, a box of 
Kleenex, a book to read, and anything else that if not in that bag will be strewn all over the car!  I 
keep an extra sweater in there too, sometimes! It’s a big bag! 

For pens, pens, and more pens! We have spots in different places in our house for pens.  We 
saved a few little spice jars and have pens sitting in those, near the kitchen sink.  We have cups 
our grandkids decorated for us that house a few more pens, and we have a stash of pens in a 
cabinet, tucked away for safekeeping when we need extra.  I think the secret is to have several 
places with pens, so that they’re available everywhere, all the time! 

Those bottles for baking.  You know what I’m referring to: olive oil, red wine vinegar, cooking 
spray, etc. There are several bottles we use for cooking that don’t require refrigeration and we 
don’t want to have to take them in and out of the pantry!  There are SUCH cute tin or metal 
boxes available now, that can sit in a corner on the counter, and house a multitude of your 
cooking bottles!  Michaels, Hobby Lobby, and the discount stores like Marshalls carry these! 

By the tub.  We have shampoo, lotion, room spray, and more that we use daily and neither of 
us likes the bottles just sitting in a huddle against the wall, hoping they don’t slide into the hot 
water below!  We have tried regular baskets (they grew mildew) and boxes (they got yucky in 
the bottom) and finally settled on this cute wire basket (from At Home) that holds a lot!  And it 
looks nice.   

The seasonal stuff.  I love winter snowflake plates, Thanksgiving bowls, and Valentine’s candy 
dishes, but where to house them!?  I used to have them spread out among all of the regular 



dishes and it was like going on a scavenger hunt to find them each season.  We finally cleared 
out a large storage cabinet in the garage, and they all go there in one place! Easy to find when 
the next holiday rolls around. 

What and where and how do you organize your clutter?  Or is it driving you crazy?  Spring is 
here, as if you didn’t need a reminder.  Clear out the clutter and open the windows and 
breathe…and smile when you’ve organized one thing…and then the next! 



Selah’s Style – The Cousins  

Selah has some amazing cousins that live in Texas and far away in Alaska.  Selah herself lives 
in California, and she’s been a bit under the weather, so we are featuring her awesome set of 
cousins and introducing their fashion style this month.  Kids are all so different, and that’s what 
makes them all so fun, isn’t it?  From the time they can put on that first shoe by themselves, 
they start developing their own sense of what they like to wear…and what they don’t. 

Introducing… 

Honey Badger – She lives in San  Jose, California and as you can tell, she loves the camera, 
making silly faces, and dressing up so cutely! 

Honey Badger and her sisters – Zoe and Logan are the big and little sister to Honey Badger 
(her “real” name is Hayden).  Are these sisters the cutest? 

Hayden and Mom – Courtney is mom to Hayden and aren’t they a pretty picture together? 

Grace – Grace is Selah’s cousin that lives in Tahoka, Texas, way up near the top of the state.  
She has a goat! And we think her fashion style shines next to her friend, don’t you? 

Grace and her siblings – Elijah and Anna Ruth are brother and sister to Grace.  They have a 
little sister Hope (in the next photo).  Four kids in one family!  Beautiful and sweet…they are. 

Hope – What a beauty Hope is out in nature, where she’s at home just being herself! 

Ayla – She’s almost 5 years old and lives in Hutto, Texas.  Check out her lips here, pictured with 
her great aunt, Rae. 

Ayla shops - She absolutely loves makeup, accessories, umbrellas, and trying on clothes!  

Ayla and her brothers – Augie is the younger, Gideon is the older.  Augie likes button-up shirts, 
and Gideon likes comfy tshirts.  The three of them are so fun!  

Sadie – This cousin lives in North Pole, Alaska, where one can wear winter clothes most all 
year!  Sadie sports any style with flair! 

Sadie and her cousins – Sadie’s mom Charissa found these cute tshirts she ordered with 
numbers for the cousins from oldest to youngest – so cute! 

We hope this season of spring has your kids expressing their fashion style in new ways! We’d 
love to see photos of them and what they like to wear!  Selah has some amazing cousins, and 
they all hope she’s better soon!  Happy spring to all! 
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In the Kitchen – Savannah Style – by Marcy Lytle 

Eating while on vacation is one of the highlights of any trip…if the food is good where you’re 
vacationing!  We’ve been on some trips where the food was awful and others where that’s all we 
wanted to do – eat! Savannah, Georgia was one of those places, and the best restaurant where 
we dined was definitely Mrs. Wilke’s, set in a very old home.  The food was served boarding-
house style, with 12 people at a table, and about 20 dishes spread out before us for the 
choosing!  And yes, we chose a bite from each dish! 

I purchased a cookbook from this restaurant and made several dishes from the recipes, and 
served them to my family recently just for fun.  We had a chalkboard set up among the food that 
read, “Savannah Style,” and we all enjoyed the food so much.  Here are a few of our faves: 

BBQ Corn 

This was so tasty and easy to make.  The next day after our feast, my husband I ate this with 
tortilla chips, like a dip.  It was even better!   

 1 lb ground chuck (browned) 
 1 bell pepper 
 1 onion 
 ½ cup chopped celery 
 1 tsp salt 
 1 cup ketchup 
 1 tsp chili powder 
 ½ tsp garlic powder 
 1 16oz can whole kernel corn, drained 

Add pepper, celery, onion to browned meat and stir til browned.  Add other ingredients and 
simmer 15 minutes, stir.  Salt and pepper to taste. (Add a dash of hot sauce if you wish!) 

Fried Chicken 

I’ve fried chicken all of my adult life one particular way – the way my mom taught me.  However, 
I tried out this method from the cookbook and it was easy and good! 

 2 ½ lbs fryer cut into pieces, sprinkled with salt and pepper 
 2 T evaporated milk 
 2 T water 
 All-purpose flour 
 Oil for frying 

Pour the milk and water over the chicken pieces and allow to marinate for 10 minutes.  Heat the 
oil in a fryer to 300 degrees, oil should be deep enough to cover chicken at all times.  Dip the 
chicken pieces into a bowl of flour, shake off the excess, and fry until golden brown on both 
sides. 



Green  Rice 

This dish was everyone’s favorite!  Not only was it pretty to look at, it was so yummy.  I will 
definitely make this one again…and again. 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. 

 1 10oz pkg broccoli or fresh (I used fresh) 
 ¼ cup chopped celery 
 ¾ cup minced onion 
 1 10 ½ oz can mushroom soup (not cream of…) 
 1 stick butter or margarine 
 1 cup chicken broth 
 ½ cup shredded cheese 
 3 cups cooked rice 
 Salt to taste 

Cook broccoli and drain.  Saute’ celery and onion in butter or margarine, and mix all ingredients, 
then place in a casserole dish.  Sprinkle with paprika.  Place in oven for 20 minutes or until very 
hot. 

Graham Cracker Bars 

You may realize the resemblance of this recipe to a common one with saltine crackers.  It is 
similar but different enough to try.  I really like the use of the graham crackers instead of the 
saltines! 

 24 graham crackers (or enough to fit your sheet pan) 
 1 cup butter 
 1 cup light brown sugar, packed 
 1 cup chopped walnuts (or pecans) 

Line your rimmed baking sheet with graham crackers.  Bring the butter and sugar to a rolling 
boil and let boil for 2 minutes.  Remove from heat.  When bubbling has stopped, add the nuts, 
then spoon over the graham crackers.  Bake at 350 degrees for 10 minutes.  Cool slightly.  Cut 
into squares. (These taste like pralines!) 

Blackberry Pie 

Easiest pie I’ve ever made.  And it was SO GOOD with vanilla ice cream on top! 

 3 cups blackberries 
 1 cup sugar 
 3 T all-purpose flour 
 1 stick of butter, melted 
 2 pie crusts 



Mix sugar and flour together. Add butter and mashed berries with juice. Pour into pie shell and 
cover with second crust, making sure you slit for the steam to escape (I just pinched the edges 
of the two crusts together).  Bake at 425 degrees for 40-45 minutes. 
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Tried and True – Staycation – by Marcy Lytle 

It’s one of those words that appeared several years ago, and I like it.  It mixes vacation and 
staying home together, to make staycation.  It takes place when funds are too tight for airplane 
or faraway travel, crowds are crazy with college kids down at the beaches, and yet we’re just 
dying to do “something” fun over spring break while the little ones are out of school.  But staying 
at home and calling that a vacation?  That’s just weird, isn’t it? 

It doesn’t have to be.  Here are five steps to take a staycation, fun enough to take pictures for 
the photo album or frames around the house! 

Find out what’s happening in your town over spring break, like movies, food trucks, parks, etc. 
and plan a route to all new places over a 2-day period.  Add up the cost for everything, 
download menus, write out activities you’re going to try, and even print out a map of your route 
for the kids to follow as you cruise your way around town.  Let the kids help plan this “trip!” 

Visit your local discount store together and have a set amount of money to spend, purchasing 
these new things: a new game for inside and one for outside, a few new snacks to try, 
something decorative that speaks, “Spring!” and a puzzle (number of pieces determined by 
ages of kids.)  Pay the dollar or two for the cute plastic bag at the check-out, and that bag will 
house your daytime activities for a vacation literally at home, one day during spring break. 

Where is the closest state park or largest local park near you?  Load up the car with Frisbees, 
snacks, games, printed sheets for identifying leaves and trees, sketch books and markers, a 
map of the trails, and chairs for sitting, and books for reading.  Hop in the car all together and 
spend the entire day away from the house, at the park. 

The kids don’t have to go to be early, so why not make the nights of spring break magical?  One 
night could be stargazing, with snacks and drinks in the back of the car, and reading with 
flashlights.  Another night could be a fast food adventure, ending up with ice cream for all.  Why 
not join another family at your home or theirs one night?  Pull out the board games and set up at 
least five, with everyone moving to another game every 30 minutes.  What fun!  Or finally, turn 
the lights down low, pop some popcorn, and put on a movie or have karaoke night. 

The last idea is to enjoy a staycation in your own yard.  Let the kids purchase flowers and herbs 
to plant, and watering cans to care for them.  Spread a blanket and enjoy a picnic, while finding 
shapes in the clouds.  Bring out the bubbles, the fairy garden people, jump ropes and more, and 
have a family fun time together.  Consider purchasing one new item for outdoor play and 
surprise the kids with that! 

Vacations away are expensive and often best to take when everyone else in the world is not 
venturing out on the same week.  Sometimes our work schedules don’t allow for us to take an 
entire week off, but we can take a day or two.  Instead of pining about what we can’t do, we can 
plan all of these fun activities and show up for fun – together.  Take photos, print them out, and 
then on the Sunday night before the work/school week begins again, place them in an album or 
hang them up on a string to make memories and enjoy! 



You might have so much fun, you’ll make some new family traditions on one will ever want to 
miss! 
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Practical Parenting – Expressions – by Marcy Lytle 

The three littles arrived at my house to have a “sleepover” and their three little suitcases lined 
up against the wall, as we began unpacking for our Valentine’s party on the floor!  It’s so fun 
when they arrive, so excited to play with us and see what new toys we’ve added to our 
collection for them.  And I have fun, and am amused, when I open their suitcases to see what 
clothes they’ve packed. 

Yes, they pack. 

The kids are ages 6, 4, and 2 (and a half or more for each), and they are allowed to pack, after 
being told what they need to bring.  They include pj’s of course, socks, and underwear.  But the 
outfit they pick out for the next day is my fave!  What expressions each one of them have, and I 
love that they are allowed (in this area) to exhibit that expression freely.   

All parents have areas where they clamp down and have firm rules about what their kids can 
choose for themselves, and then there are the areas where parents just have to give a little – 
and let the kids start expressing their personalities.   

Obviously, it has to be a safe group of choices. 

Obviously, there has to be guidelines for tiny ones. 

Obviously, parents have to check to be sure nothing’s awry. 

Here’s what each one of kiddos packed (and this was for church on a Sunday).  They don’t care 
what others think, what they’re “supposed” to wear, or if things match. (Well, the older two are 
starting to realize and care and match…sometimes). 

The 6-year old chose shorts and a Batman tshirt in black and gray, with his matching gray and 
black tennis shoes.  I was impressed!  It wasn’t a particularly cold day, so his outfit worked!  
Another time it might have been his swim trunks and a tight tee, with boots and crew socks.  
He’s versatile, and it’s awesome! 

The 4-year old chose black leggings and a bit too small long-sleeve tshirt, with her new slip on 
blue sneakers, covered up with her furry pink jacket that she left unzipped, and hair just combed 
and loose, flying in the wind.  What an expression of freedom she has, and I love it! 

The 2-year old LOVES button-up shirts, so it was packed.  However, he loves to unbutton the 
shirt while he wears it.  That’s his own expression and we don’t know why!  His shirt was paired 
with shorts, as well, and they didn’t match.  But no worries, he looked as cute as ever! 

I remember wishing my kids would dress a certain way, to please MY tastes.  However, clothes 
are a good place to start with allowing our children to make choices and feel “big” (with 
supervision, of course).  They can’t always choose their own foods, because they have to eat 
healthy, but there are many areas we can start with…as we raise them to be expressions of 
creativity, color, choice, and whimsy! 



Try loosening the reigns if you’re a tight puller with your kids, and start with clothes.  You might 
learn something totally new about that son who really loves flip-flops, or your daughter who now 
loves the color blue, but you never knew! 
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I Don’t Do Teens – Puberty Pains – by Marcy Lytle 

Geez. There’s always some sort of life change happening in someone in our family at all times, 
doesn’t it seem that way?  Dad’s changing jobs, Grandma is moving in, the babies are learning 
to walk, and then there’s our almost teens.  They’re learning to drive us nuts.  With hormones 
bouncing up and down, we never know if we’re going to encounter nice…or nasty. 

I found that teens are pretty fickle pretty much all the way up through high school.  They’re 
constantly in a struggle with adulthood that is happening in their bodies, to learning to drive 
which is exhilarating and scary, to dating which is a whole new game to play, to still wanting to 
sleep with their stuffed animals nearby at night.  It’s a rollercoaster ride, even without hormones 
in play. 

So how does a parent deal with these pains that only belong to their teens, but are also felt by 
the entire family?  There’s not a rule book for it, just like there’s no manual sent home when we 
give birth to these individuals.  However, there are a few things to help us navigate these murky 
waters to help our kids reach the other side of life when they arrive into adulthood for good. 

 Hormones cannot be an excuse for rudeness to siblings (and parents), or for snubbing.  
When teens think they’re “all that” they start talking with their peers about how lame their 
little sisters are, or how stupid their dads are.  They “tolerate” family time but underneath 
their skin, they’re crawling to get away as fast as they can.   

 Hormones cannot be an excuse to disobey.  Rules are still in place until they move 
away, because teens are part of a family and a household with chores to be done, 
serving others out of kindness, with words of appreciation to be given.   

 Hormones cannot be an excuse to show off sexiness.  When he begins to notice the 
opposite sex, and she starts realizing that he’s noticing, somehow the skirts want to be 
shorter and the attitude wants to say, “Bring it on.” 

That’s all good and true, you might be thinking, but how does a parent deal with those three 
particular attitudes?  

We can talk to our teens when we see them doing any of the above.   

 It’s good to ask questions and require answers from them.  For example, “Why do you 
want to show more of your skin to make the guy look at you?” This can be a great 
opportunity to build self-esteem inside, rather than outside, and to remind her that she’s 
beautiful, even without the stares of boys.   

 It’s good to discipline, even our teens.  Take the keys away until he can be willing and 
happy to take his younger brother to practice when you’re busy.  Remove the phone 
from her room if she slams her door every time she’s mad, and then stays up late hours, 
texting her friends about the “prison” in which she lives. 

 It’s good to withhold allowance or money for that outing or event, when the last time he 
went to his friend’s house he lied about what they did and where they were.  Money is 
hard-earned and should be well-deserved, and there’s nothing wrong with our kids 
learning that lesson at an early age. 



Yes, there are going to be days when the murky waters of the terrible teens become raging with 
threats of a capsize, darkness may close in with thunder in our ears, or we may feel lost at sea 
with no land in sight. 

Those are the days we call on friends to pray with us, friends that can be trusted to pray without 
having to know the details…because it’s not cool to share every bad thing about our kids to 
others.  Those are the nights when we get on our knees and imagine placing our teens in His 
hands to discipline them with His love, mercy and grace, when we have none to give.  And 
those are the mornings when we grab our teens and hold them just a little bit tighter when 
they’re ready to bolt. 

We were teens once, and we terrorized our parents too, even if we say we didn’t.  We made it to 
adulthood and we even produced these beautiful children we now love…and sometimes hate 
(at least their actions).    

Hormones finally balance out and our kids become beautiful adults who then have their own 
kids (pregnancy hormones), deal with their own teens (puberty again), and even work their way 
into middle age (hormones again…sigh).   

My dad recently asked me how old my sister was on her birthday, and his comment was, “Well, 
I guess we all are aging, aren’t we?  Whether we want to or not…” 

Love your teens, and just stay in another room when your own hormones are raging too…  



Life as We Know It - A Few of My Favorite Things – by Erica Simmons 

 

My favorite book is Gravity, by Tess Gerritson. My favorite show is Big Bang Theory. One of my 

favorite foods is squash. What is the importance of these things? They all have one thing in 

common. I was sure I did not like them before I even gave them a try.  

When a friend first suggested the book Gravity to me, she did so because we had both fallen in 

love with the work of the author. I was sure I would not like the book because I am not a huge 

fan of sci-fi, as my only foray into that world was in the early 90’s and my love of Star Trek the 

Next Generation. I probably was not 30 pages in, before I was hooked. Not only is it my favorite 

book ever (and I am an avid reader), I have read it three times and plan to read it annually 

during my winter break.  

Have you seen Big Bang Theory? Do you watch Big Bang Theory? You have got to start 

watching Big Bang Theory. We can substitute many show names into these statements, as 

friends, family and co-works tout their new favorite show. However, a few years ago this is the 

barrage of questions I got about Big Bang Theory. The reason why I fought it? I did not want to 

watch a show whose title advocated for the beginning of life that was against the Word. I did not 

think I would like the show, but finally gave it a shot. It is now the only show that I watch on the 

night it comes on. I love it! Sheldon is one of my favorite characters of all times and has made 

the “Erica’s TV of Hall of Fame.” When I quote a character or a scene from a show, that 

becomes Erica TV Hall of Fame status. Only three shows have ever made it in: Andy Griffith, 

Castle, and The Big Bang Theory. 

“Do you want some squash” my mother asked. 

`“No, I don’t like it”, I replied. 

I can’t tell you the number of times I had that dialogue with my mother. Finally one day I realized 

that it was not that I did not like it. I never really cared for the way it looked and therefore never 

tried it. So I finally did and Oh. My. Gosh. You guessed it. I loved it. This experience made me 

aware of how I said I did not like something, even having never tried it. It also taught me to give 

food a try even if it does not look like something appealing. I might never know what I am 

missing. This statement goes out the window if the food contains something I either know I don’t 

like or something I refuse to ever try. 



As my boys were on the verge of turning 18 (yes, 18), I was not excited about it. I was not 

looking forward to it and it was very emotionally difficult for me. On top of that, they are seniors 

and graduating this year. I think my sister knocked it out of the park when she said I have put 

everything into my boys and these two things mark an end to “life as I know it.” You see, this 

was not a spiritual issue for me. It was an emotional and sentimental one. 

On their birthday, a dear friend texted me. 

How are you doing, Mom? So much wonderful ahead of you all! We are all entering a 

new season! Looking forward to walking it with you, precious friend. 

I am so grateful that my Heavenly Father not only tends to my spiritual needs, but my emotional 

and sentimental ones too.   

As such, I guess I should not be surprised that as I was brushing my teeth one morning and 

thinking about my article for the month that the title and the prior three examples popped into my 

spirit. You see in His gentle wisdom, He was reminding me of other things I had rejected 

because of my own pre-conceived notions. Convinced I would not like them all for various 

reasons, yet now they all bring me such joy in their own way. Gravity, a wonderfully written book 

that brings me all the things I love about reading, The Big Bang Theory offers joy and laughter, 

and squash gives me a mouthful a flavor. The boys turning 18 and graduating will be no 

different. As my friend’s text stated, there is indeed so much wonderful joy ahead of us. I think 

my time will be much better spent in excitement anticipating those times, rather than foolishly 

trying to hold on to times gone by.  

In conclusion, the boys turned 18 on February 1st, the world did not come to an end, and they 

did not morph into these two people constantly yelling “I am 18 now and you can’t tell me what 

to do!” I say that in jest, as that was never my fear.  

Decisions are being made for the future and things are coming together nicely. And so the new 

season has begun, and I have no doubt it will become one of my favorite things. 

 

 



 

 

Tiny Living – Bins Bins Bins! by Leyanne Enterline  
 
Living tiny means that you need to be super organized.  
 
You need to be.  
 
However, I am not!  
 
I am trying, but oh it’s so hard to fit everything in such a small space! As I mentioned before, 
after Christmas in our tiny space, it looked like a tornado hit! Trying to organize it all has been 
quite the task! I’m still not there yet, but I have a few ideas of what to get to make things look a 
little bit more organized! Just the normal everyday items are having trouble finding their home… 
 
My kids are collectors. Collectors of anything! Rocks, baseball cards, shot gun shells, balls of 
any sort...you name it.  They collect it. So my idea is to get them to downsize their collection and 
put any outdoor item in the outdoor bin! Then I’ll try to get each of the boys one large bin in 
which to fit their “special items.” We’ll see how that goes!  
 
Next, we apparently have an issue with where to place our shoes once we walk in the door. An 
idea I had was to get a small bench-type ottoman that opens up, to place all of our shoes inside. 
That gives us more space by the doorway and extra seating! The rest of my shoes I have 
placed in our room in a giant-sized decorative clothes hamper-like container, and the boys have 
a small closet in their room to place their shoes on the bottom.  I’m not sure where all of Brian’s 
(my husband) shoes will go!  
 
We, of course, have a “junk” drawer where all random items end up. That has been overflowing 
a bit, so batteries, paper, pens coupons...are all getting sectioned off into a drawer organizer. I 
need to head off to the Container Store!  
 
With all the random hot and cold weather that we’ve been having where we live, we’ve had 
every item of clothing out to wear! I have tried to donate a lot of clothes and figure out what do 
we really need. All of the kids’ sporting attire has been hard to organize. I try rolling everything 
so that it fits better into drawers and to buy drawer bins. However, that has been a bit hard to 
figure out. Single socks and ones with holes in them have been thrown out…finally!  
 
Kitchen items were placed in plastic bins or mason jars. I tried to get rid of all pantry items that 
hadn’t been used in a while. Any utensil that hadn’t been touched in a bit was donated.  Why did 
I still have baby spoons for my nine and ten year old? Gone!  
 
I feel like these may all be pretty normal-sized house issues; however, in a tiny home, space 
really closes in on me. I must be quicker to act before the Mess Monster takes over! Sometimes 
I get very overwhelmed with all of the randomness, but then I just take a deep breath, pray, and 
go out and buy more bins!  
 
Love grows best in tiny spaces!  



A Night to Remember – But Why Did he Have to Die? – by Marcy Lytle 

Easter is coming up, and there will be egg hunts and crosses and baskets and blooms…and 
then there’s that story again of Jesus.  He hung on a cross, he was beaten and bruised, and 
then he died.  But wait!  Easter is all about him coming back to life, isn’t it?  It is, but sometimes 
the kiddos can’t get past the scene of Jesus on the cross, as they wonder and ask, “But why did 
he have to die?” Why would anyone kill an innocent lamb? 

Preparation:  Pack a few snacks, crayons(or colored pencils) and paper and head to the 
nearest park or your own backyard. 

One of the simplest ways to explain death after life is to take kids outside… 

Find the blooms.  Remember how in the winter these branches had nothing on them, because 
all the leaves fell off?  Look at them now, with buds and greens!  How in the world did that 
happen?  The trees all looked so dead before! (Ask the kids to find more forms of new life 
around i.e. green in the grass, flowers popping up, etc.) 

Read John 12:24 Very truly I tell you, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it 
remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds. 

There was this amazing life inside of Jesus – given to him from his Father.  That life was buried, 
like a seed is buried, and then the life inside burst forth so that we all could live.  A tiny seed has 
all that life in it – isn’t that crazy?  Jesus’ love for us is crazy like that! 

Find the broken.  Sometimes the harshness of winter causes branches to snap and break, or 
entire bushes and flowers to die. Once that happens, we burn the branches and toss out the 
bushes.  But God never tosses away the broken people in the world.  It’s because of Jesus’ 
death and resurrection that those who are broken can be reattached to the Living Word and 
come to life again! (Ask the kids to try and reattach a branch – it just won’t work – even if taped 
– because it’s not part of the tree). 

Read Isaiah 53:5 But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; 
the punishment that brought us peace was on him, and by his wounds we are healed. 

Because of sin (wrongdoing and evil in the world), we are like those broken branches, and we 
need to be attached back to life, so that we too can live.  Only Jesus can do that. 

Find the beautiful.  When spring is near, beautiful color begins to appear where there once 
was nothing but drab and ugly.  The colors of spring are vibrant, various, and oh so pretty, aren’t 
they?  There may be very little color right now, but in a few weeks, amazing beauty will cover 
the fields like a pretty patchwork blanket! (Ask the kids to search for color, or to draw what the 
park or yard will look like when color appears). 

Listen to this song by Mercy Me called “Beautiful” and dance with abandon, as a family. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7C2o0jHNRuU 



Jesus died because he carried the life of God inside of him, and just like a seed has to be buried 
beneath the ground so that the colors of spring can arrive, Jesus burst through the tomb and is 
alive again in us – making all things beautiful! That’s why he died – because of the great love of 
His Father to heal the broken and make beautiful that which was once dead by making it come 
alive again! 

Behold the Lamb of God, alive and well, who takes away the sin of the world! 

Pray for the broken in this world that they would know Jesus’ great love for them that sent him to 
the cross…just to make them beautiful once again. 



The Family Practice - Explaining Pain - by Brandi Oman 

As adults we experience loss, pain, and several other feelings, and at times we feel as we are 
going through them alone. As a parent, it is challenging to juggle our heartache and be the rock 
we feel our kids need…when many, many times they can handle the truth.  

On Christmas morning, Caiden’s daddy Alen lost his Grandfather. He passed away that morning 
and everyone in the house was understandably extremely emotional. Everyone was lashing out 
at each other having different ways of handling the grief of losing someone unexpectedly. 

Caiden is a 7-year-old who knows that Christmas morning is supposed to be a fun time of 
opening presents, a yummy breakfast, and doing all of the fun Christmas morning traditions. He 
woke up excited about the day, knowing he would see everyone he loves!   

This past Christmas morning Caiden saw his grandma crying, his aunt yelled at him for asking 
about opening presents, then his dad was aloof and shut off. While these events were taking 
place, I was in the shower unaware of all that had just happened.  

Once I was dressed and ready to take on Christmas day, I was greeted by Caiden who was 
crying because everyone in the house was acting out of character for a day that is meant to be 
a happy one. I asked everyone what was going on and that is when I learned of Grandfather 
passing.  

I was able to understand at that time the sequence of events that took place and take Caiden 
under my wing to help him understand. I told Caiden the truth, “Daddy’s grandfather died, he will 
no longer be here for us to see or talk to. Your daddy’s side of the family is very sad and 
sometimes that comes out in anger. It is not okay that you were the brunt of a sad situation, but 
this is why everyone is acting strange.” 

Once Caiden understood what was going on and how everyone was feeling, there was a switch 
in him and he knew it wasn’t the day to be pushing his desires. He chose to be comforting and 
loving toward his family that was in pain.  

Christmas was not over for Caiden, though. I chose to take him to go see my side of the family 
so his dad’s family could have some time together. 

I have learned with most every child I have gotten to know in my adult life that hiding the truth 
from them isn’t the best for them regardless of how sad, tough, or unbearable the news is. They 
learn from us and if you hide important life events from them, they tend to do the same when 
they are older. Kids are resilient and can handle more than we give them credit for.  

Hard life experiences are never easy to talk about, but are so necessary for the growth in our 
kids.  

 



 

 

 

 

 
YOU 

 
 
 
 

 



Under the Influence –  Appearances – by Marcy Lytle 

We recently toured an old home in Savannah, Georgia, one of those huge old homes with 
historic value and furnishings inside of the most ornate description.  This was one that was quite 
unique, with features I’d never seen before in any houses we’d toured before.  For example, 
there was a bridge in the house!  It was incredible to see! 

As I listened to our guide (a recent graduate in Historic Preservation at the college there), she 
took us through each room and described each feature.  Several times, she mentioned how the 
owners picked a certain feature to “impress their guests.”  

From the flooring, to the art work on the walls, to the illusion of sitting under a tent in the dining 
room, down to the faux work on the columns, it was all thought about, picked out, and placed 
into position to present an appearance of wealth to those who were traveling and stopped by for 
dinner or an overnight stay. 

I loved seeing the unique features, like the desk built into a drawer in the dresser.  That was 
fine, indeed!  However, the folded up mat under the bed brought tears to my eyes.  You see, the 
maid, an enslaved black woman, had to stay in the room with the master’s children at night, but 
she wasn’t allowed to sleep in a bed…or to take care of her own children. 

I’ve been on many tours of old homes before, and I’ve listened to stories of how slaves were 
treated, and it’s such a mystery – isn’t it – how on the one hand people wanted to present the 
finest of the finest in material things to their visitors.  But on the other hand, they enslaved 
human beings and didn’t allow them to be seen, educated, or heard. 

I wasn’t impressed this time.  I was disgusted at the expense these particular owners went to in 
order to keep up the appearance of wealth.  There were even huge blocks of ice shipped from 
New England to store in the house, at great expense.  This house carried with it more than the 
fair share of wealthy accessories! 

As I walked and listened and marveled and felt my eyes pool up with water, I thought about how 
we’re not much different today.  In fact, I whispered to my husband, “It was all about 
appearances,” to which he replied, “Same thing, today.” 

We build houses and buy cars and wear this brand and have this done to our faces, in order to 
present something better than the person next door.  I suppose we want to be the envy of those 
around us, because it’s better than being looked down upon, isn’t it? 

I thought of how the slaves learned to sing in their master’s homes and learned to bake and 
cook, even without the help of written recipes, for they could not and were not allowed to read.  I 
wondered which group of people were happier – the slaves who stayed hidden with songs to 
sing – or the wealthy who stayed awake with bills to pay. 

I’d love to have a huge home with ornate features and unique architecture, with a big huge 
dining table adorned with place settings that match, with filled pantries nearby.  And there’s 



nothing wrong with wealth.  But it’s the reason behind the acquiring that we have to stop and 
consider when we present ourselves to those who stop to visit. 

Or perhaps, can we open our doors and invite our friends in, regardless of color, background, 
economic status or education, and greet them with a smile, with a less than stellar picture 
behind us in the place where we call home.  

I get caught up in the keeping of appearances, as most of us do. But as I toured that house, I 
couldn’t imagine the pressure of finding the best, working hard to afford the best, and the 
upkeep involved in keeping the best…all to impress. 

I came home to my home that I had looked at with disdain before vacation, wishing for this and 
that for an upgrade, and I gave thanks for this and that which I have today. 

I’m sure I’ll need another reminder before long that it’s not the appearance of wealth that lasts, 
but rather the reality of love for my neighbor.   

Who knows, maybe I’ll just take another tour… 



Strengthening Your Core - 10 Good Words – by Marcy Lytle 

“You look like you’ve put on a little weight,” she said to her friend that she hadn’t seen since her 
two children were born.  That friend went home and began a diet plan right away, devastated 
that someone said she was fat.  She lost 20 pounds over the next few months. 

“Have you been losing weight?” she asked, as they huddled with friends after a meeting.  The 
lady was so pleased, she went and enjoyed a milkshake straightaway, and enjoyed every 
sip…all because she looked skinny today. 

It’s amazing how one question or one comment can send us into a tailspin or a leap for joy, all 
depending on what those words are. 

This year I’ve been trying to be intentional about saying something kind and affirming to 
someone else, and to quit waiting for kind and affirming words to be said to me.  I’ve already 
read enough affirmation from my Father in his word about how special and loved I am.  So I 
want to make my friends feel giddy with excitement and totally loved, by the words I say to 
them. 

It’s March, and spring is just around the corner, and words like the above ones, or other words 
we say, might just make or break a friend’s day.  It’s amazing how powerful words are, no 
matter who speaks them.  The reaction all depends on the heart and mind of the one who hears 
them. 

Here are some ways to be intentional about making a friend feel good about herself instead of 
sending her into starvation mode: 

1. Notice her new outfit and compliment her on her style and choice of color. 
2. Smile and ask about her parents, her children, or her day. And listen to her answer. 
3. Ask a friend to lunch, even if she has never asked you.  Then pick a place and enjoy. 
4. Write an email or a handwritten note just to encourage her, for no particular reason. 
5. Ask a friend if there’s anything you can pray for her about, and then pray. 
6. Purchase or make a small gift and hand it to a friend, just because she’s special. 
7. Place a wad of cash in a friend’s hand, when you know she needs it. 
8. Find an encouraging verse in the Bible and send it to a friend. 
9. Ask a friend to go shopping with you, and then stop for coffee/drink and visit. 
10. Invite her to an event you’re going to, even if she says no.  Make her feel welcome. 

There are so many ways we can voice kindness to others.  I know that I’m often looking at my 
phone, wishing someone would be kind to me, or just thinking of my own needs and not wanting 
to be with anyone else.  There are times for that, for sure, when we need down time away from 
the crowds.  However, there are more times than not when we need to focus on others and 
open our mouths, exercise our fingers, or just act out of love, to make a friend’s day. 

Who knows?  She may have just been treated rudely, and our acts of kindness may completely 
turn her around before she spirals downward. 



“You look beautiful today.” 

How hard is it to say that to a friend? 

 



Healthy Habits – One Change – by Marcy Lytle  

Spring is near and it’s a good time for new beginnings, in the area of health.  We want to get 
outside and enjoy the fresh air by walking, playing tennis, riding bikes, etc.  However, the reality 
is that we want to do those things more than we actually do them, because we’re so busy!  So 
instead of feeling bad about ourselves because we’re not hiking and biking several miles a day, 
we can make one change in several areas of our lives that will add up to healthy results! 

Consider making a few of these changes, or even just one! 

1. Eat dessert early, never after dinner at night. 
2. Keep a water bottle with you at ALL times (buy one of those insulated ones!) 
3. When you shop at a shopping center, rather than moving your car to the next 

store…walk there and back!  Even if you’re carrying bags – it will strengthen your arms. 
4. Keep fresh veggies in your crisper (cut them bite size pieces right when you buy them) in 

bags, so they’re easy for snacking or roasting, or both…several times a week. 
5. Like sandwiches?  Go open-face. Eliminate that extra slice of bread. 
6. Like to eat out and show up at parties?  Eat about three dark chocolate covered almonds 

before you go.  It will curb your ravenous appetite.  Or…you could drink a large glass of 
water, instead. 

7. While binging on your favorite shows at night, lie on the floor and perform leg lifts, planks 
for your abs, and anything else you can tolerate for 15-20 minutes.   

8. Cookies or chips your downfall?  Can’t stop, once you start eating them?  Don’t buy 
them.  AT ALL.  Reserve that treat for 1 cookie or 1 serving of chips when out for lunch. 

9. Ordering a salad? Ask for dressing on the side.  Always a good choice. 
10. Skip sodas…all kinds…even the diet ones.  Learn to love water – add fruit or veggies to 

your water for flavor. 
11. Get a few more zzzz’s.  Ask a friend to hold you accountable for your bedtime, and add 

an extra hour, now. 
12. Worry less.  Practice that daily bread thing…where you only focus on the blessings of 

today.   
13. Pray more.  Make it first thing of the day or last thing at night, or both, or all day.  Pray 

and trust. 
14. Plant herbs.  In a box, in the ground, or in a pot.  Then use them for flavor in your dishes 

instead of salts and butters. 
15. Insist on adding walks to date nights.  Include a walk in your plans.  Walk from dinner to 

the movie, around the block by the restaurant, or in a park as the sun sets. 
16. Do nothing.  And don’t feel one ounce of guilt about it. 
17. Worship, when no one is looking.  Dance, lie flat on your face, or close your eyes and 

imagine. 
18. Give thanks.  The best activity for a healthy mind, soul, and spirit. 
19. Opt for nuts.  Not the friend kind, but the kind that you crack open and eat.  Grab a 

handful for a snack, dotted with dark chocolate chips. 



20. Carry a snack.  Pack carrots and hummus, nuts, an apple, etc. in your purse when 
you’re going out.  This way if the morning or afternoon seems awfully long and your 
stomach starts churning, you’ve got a healthy bite…and you won’t gorge at dinner. 

What one change can you make today?   

There are SO MANY other changes we can make, and when we just focus on one at a time, 
pretty soon our lifestyle is healthier all over.  And we’re smiling because spring is here. 

�



Get Fruity – It Was Hard – by Gabbi Crowhurst 
 

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance,  
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. 

Galatians 5:22-23 
 
Hello readers!  I hope you have enjoyed this journey as you and I have been walking through 
the fruits of the spirit and growing in each one.  To be honest, I have been in awe of how God 
works.  In almost every month, He has truly surprised me with what He has taught me about 
these eight simple words.  This month was no exception.  Focusing on faithfulness taught me 
three big things: 
 

1) Being faithful to God can sometimes feel like being faithless to others 
2) Faithfulness to the Lord leads to a life with no regrets 
3) The reward to faithfulness is intimacy with Jesus 
 

Something to know about me is that I am extremely loyal to my best friends and family.  With 
those in my inner circle, I can always see the best in them—their potential, God-given gifts, and 
all of their strengths amidst the flaws. For this reason, letting go of friends has always been very 
difficult for me.  This month, God called me and my boyfriend of over a year to break up.  I 
remember thinking before we broke up that if he and I ended things, it would be like I was giving 
up on him.  I sat and cried, thinking, “I never want to give up on this guy.”  But my faithfulness to 
God required me saying, “God, this doesn’t make sense, but I will follow wherever you lead me.”  
For me, ending a relationship was the Lord’s plan for me.  I chose to be faithful to my Lord, even 
though it required me feeling as if I was being faithless to a person that I loved.   
 
As I took that step of faith, it was hard.  My heart hurt a lot.  But even though it was painful, I 
knew that I had done what the Lord asked of me…He made that abundantly clear.  If I had to 
make the choice again, I would choose to follow Him every time, simply because I want the Lord 
to guide my life.  I have seen the way I steer things, and let me tell you, it’s not very pretty.  As I 
let “Jesus take the wheel,” I feel free and I am given the gift of experiencing abundant life.   
 
Being faithful to God means we don’t have to worry, “Did I make the right decision?”  Following 
Him means following the one who knows what path lies ahead and can steer us from the 
ditches and bumps before we even reach them.   
 

We don’t have to regret or question choices we make in life 
when we make them with Him. 

 
Our faithfulness has a reward.  God doesn’t give us purposeless pain, but everything He does is 
part of His way of chasing after a relationship with us.  God called me to end my relationship 
because He wanted more of me.  He wanted all of me, and He knew I needed to receive all of 
Him.   
 
This is just my story, but I know for a fact that you have one too.  Maybe in your life you have 
seen this story played out—God asking for your faithfulness so He can bring you into closer 
intimacy with Him.  Or maybe, if your story is just beginning, He is calling you now to come into 
His presence, and lay something down at his feet saying, “This will no longer get in between me 
and You.  I give it up to you.”  
 
To be faithful, we have to know where God is leading us.   



 
Draw near to the Lord, and He will reveal to you the next step in your walk.  Let Him show you, 
and let His presence produce the fruit of faithfulness inside of you.   
 
And trust me, it is so worth it.          



Created for Life - The Bliss of Frolicking – by Ginny Hurley 
 
Do you know what frolicking means?  What about the word bliss? Does it sound like 
something good?  You can take it to the bank! I was drawn instantly by these enticing 
words: 
 
FROLICK:  
 
Play and move about cheerfully, excitedly, or energetically 
Romp 
Scamper 
Skip 
Dance 
Prance 
Leap about 
Light-spirited 
To have fun 
Engage in merrymaking 
To play in a happy way 
 
These terms are just a few.  I’ll take engaging in merrymaking any day! 
 
Psalm 84:11 “For the Lord is brighter than the brilliance of a sunrise!  Wrapping Himself 
around me like a shield, He is so generous with His gifts of grace and glory.  Those who 
walk along His paths with integrity will never lack one thing they need, for He provides it 
all!” 
 
Now that causes me to make merry!  I am on the scent of this!  I am drawn like a fly to 
jelly!  A God who makes merry!  Wow! 
 
BLISS: 
 
Perfect happiness 
Great joy 
To be oblivious to everything else 
Euphoria 
Elation 
Rapture 
Ecstasy 
Delight 
Supreme happiness 
Utter joy 
Exalted felicity 
Heavenly joy 
Heaven-like 
Paradise 
 
I’ll take euphoria and exalted felicity every time!  Just say the word, f e l i c i t y…  Now 
that even sounds delightful! 
 

Hebrews 1:9 



“For You have cherished righteousness and detested lawlessness.  For this reason, 
God, Your God, has anointed You and poured out the oil of bliss on you more than any 

of your friends.” 
 

Psalm 16:11 
“For You bring a continual revelation of resurrection life, the path to bliss that brings me 

face-to-face with you.” 
 
Okay, friends, this is GOOD NEWS!  It is not a religious system, but a relationship that 
brings BLISS and the joy of frolicking!  Our friend, Jesus, had more joy and bliss than all 
of His friends.  Just ponder that a moment!  Then try to wrap around the idea that this is 
His desire for every one of us!  Joy unspeakable! 
 
It isn’t about our circumstances.  It isn’t about our talents, gifts, or brilliance.  It is FREE 
and we can receive it with abandon!  We can’t buy it, earn it, lose it, or gain it by our 
efforts.  It has already been given.   
 
When I realize this complete core truth and value, I fall in love all over again, making 
obedience a given choice.  I love to obey!  I can’t help but obey!  I was made for this in 
every part of my being!  Even my physical body responds to this truth with the desire to 
FROLICK!   
 
Truly He has born my iniquities and removed my sin far from me.   
 
I think I will just go and leap about, skipping to my heart’s content!   
 
Join me in this frolicking for a lifetime! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 
MARRIAGE 

 
 
 
 

 



In This Together – Today – by Charissa Corbin 
 
I woke up this morning to a small glimpse of sunlight beaming through our windows… I mean, 
REALLY small.  
 
It’s the first time I have seen a ray of sunshine in the morning hours in months. The sun is rising 
earlier, our days are getting longer, and I can actually see the sun in the sky. It’s a miracle! 
Living in Alaska, I really learn to appreciate and long for the sun during the long winter months. 
 
As much as I appreciate the glory of the sun, I am still not getting any warmth! It is still 
consistently below 0 degrees with no relief in the near future, according to the local 
meteorologist. Do you ever find yourself appreciating one thing and then immediately following 
your appreciation with a longing for something else?  
 
Let’s take my marriage for example. When I met my husband in college, I knew I would marry 
him one day. After much growth, a break-up, and six years later we finally tied the knot. Once I 
got married, I couldn’t wait to move to a new city and start our life together. That happened, and 
then I couldn’t wait to leave that city and explore a new one! Then I thought, Well, once we have 
kids we will finally be “there” (whatever “there” means?!) Now that we have our precious 
daughter, we are in a hurry to move back and be closer to family.  
 
We are always longing for something more! 
 
It is completely acceptable to wish and long for things, but when it takes the place of allowing 
God to bless us right where we are, that is where we mess up. Every day, God gives us new 
blessings and his purpose for us doesn’t start tomorrow, weeks or years from now. They start 
today.  
 
He wants to USE you for His glory TODAY.  
He wants to BLESS you TODAY.  
He wants His STEADFAST LOVE to flow through you TODAY.  
 
Today, I am blessed by the rising of the sun and will go on with my day with that being enough.  
 
May God use you and bless you TODAY. 
 
 



Date Night Fun – March Madness – by Marcy Lytle 

March Madness.  It’s a sports term referring to the basketball tournament that takes place 
during this month.  It’s also known as the Big Dance, did you know that?  There’s hype, there’s 
excitement, there are tickets to be purchased, and there’s great fun to be had.  So why not have 
March Madness in the dating arena this month?  Date night should be full of fun and hype and 
excitement, too.  Right?   

Here are our ideas for a bit of March madness as you plan a date night out! 

Mad about You – This was the name of a sitcom a long time ago, and it’s also an endearing 
phrase we say when we fall in love.  So on one special night, make it all about your date.  Plan 
the evening around what made you fall in love.  If you loved his style, take him shopping for a 
new pair of shoes.  If his kooky singing made you swoon, head out to a karaoke bar.  Maybe his 
cooking won you over.  Plan a night to cook for him!  Make the entire evening a “mad about you” 
theme.  Hand him a cute card inviting him out, with a list of the evening’s agenda! 

https://www.americangreetings.com/printable-cards/dating/from-the-first-moment/pn/3171364 

The Mad Hatter – This is the crazy character in Alice in Wonderland, and mad as a hatter just 
means that – crazy!  So go crazy!   Have an absolutely crazy time on your date night out.  Why 
not play Crazy Eights, go on a crazy ride through neighborhoods and streets you’ve  never been 
on before, drink through crazy straws, share crazy dreams, and listen to Gnarls Barkley’s song 
Crazy.  What a fun night this will be. 

https://www.amazon.com/Crazy-Eights-Illustrated-Imagination-
Generation/dp/B00PUWU71A/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1518735818&sr=8-
4&keywords=crazy+eights 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe500eIK1oA 

Driving Me Nuts – Nuts has another meaning other than crazy or mad, it actually means nuts – 
the things you eat.  Pack a container full of pecans, cashews and dark chocolate for enjoying 
while you go for a walk.  Head back home and make spaghetti with butternut squash, chopped 
toasted walnuts, parsley, Parmesan cheese and toasted bread crumbs on top – it’s delicious!  
Have you seen the 1987 movie Nuts with Barbra Streisand?  Watch it together.  Finally, get up 
and dance – nutty as you please! 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0093660/ 

 

That Makes Me Mad – There are all sorts of social injustices, people who are treated unfairly, 
and even members of our own family that are suffering – and it just makes us both mad!  Use 
date night to do something about one or two of these things.  For instance, if you’re mad about 
the homeless and their plight, pack bags together, drive around town and hand them out.  Or 
purchase a few meals and hand them to the hungry on the streets.  Maybe your own yard is 
making you mad because it’s been unattended all winter.  Spend your date time together 



purchasing new plants and pots and soil, and then placing them out in your yard.  Turn your 
madness into gladness.  Or there might be a friend who just hasn’t been treated fairly at work or 
home.  Invite that friend out on date night, and plan the whole evening with fun food and maybe 
a movie.  You’ll both fall asleep smiling because you made mad into glad. 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/566327721866677061/ 

 

March Madness – Why not join in the basketball fun?  Find a game to watch or attend.  Make 
some very cool appetizers and enjoy the basketball theme for your date.  Wear your favorite 
team colors.  Head out to your local park and enjoy a game of H-O-R-S-E with each other on 
the basketball court.  Basketball is fast-paced, it’s not a very long game to endure, and the 
snacks while watching are the best!  So go on, join in the real madness out there! 

 

https://www.wikihow.com/Play-Horse-(the-Basketball-Game) 

 

Date night doesn’t have to be the same old thing week after week, or something elaborately 
planned, or money extravagantly spent.  Just put on your thinking hat and be creative – and 
make it happen – whatever you find to do!   

Enjoy the madness… 

 

�

�



After 30 Years – A Nothing Day – by Marcy Lytle 

Anyone that knows me knows I’m a planner.  My husband knows it, as well.  I start planning for 
the weekend on Monday, for the next month the month prior, and for vacations at least six 
months out.  I love to have a full schedule; in fact, I thrive on it.   

However, there are those occasional Saturdays where we don’t have that much to do, the 
weather’s not good enough to work in the yard, and we don’t want to stay in…it’s a nothing day.  
We aren’t sure what we’re going to do because there is nothing pressing on the calendar that 
day.  No weddings, no kids’ games, no dates with others, and sometimes not even a movie that 
we haven’t already seen.  I start to panic…and then by the end of the day when we fall into bed, 
we realize that the nothing day turned out to be pretty spectacular. 

One such Saturday occurred recently, and here’s how it went down: 

We started out with his hair cut that he desperately needed, while I sat in the car and waited on 
him and organized my purse, which it desperately needed.  We had just remembered that this 
was one chore (his haircut) we had forgotten about. We were able to check in on line (thanks, 
Great Clips!), so that made it even better! 

Next, we stopped at Trader Joe’s.  This is a treat, because there’s not one in my neighborhood.  
If you don’t have one, it means just stopping in a grocery store that you don’t frequent, one with 
unique items you don’t buy.  And we browsed…  We ended up buying some artisan bread that 
we later enjoyed as croutons with stir-fried veggies.  Yum. 

We then opted for a walk.  There’s a shopping center near that Trader Joe’s that has a lovely 
park behind it, a Barnes a Noble at the end, and a great Gap Store at the other end.  We walked 
fast, we took the stairs when we could, to a different level, and we held hands.  We entered 
Barnes and Noble and discovered a 75% off clearance table (my fave…) and he bought a 
Starbucks.  We also purchased a puzzle book and sat down to start an Anacrostic.  Those are 
our favorite kinds of puzzles, and there’s this great sense of togetherness and accomplishment 
when one of these puzzles is complete!   

By this time, we both wanted to chill a bit, shut our eyes, or read alone, so we went back to the 
car, where we had parked under a tree near a hotel.  A great place for people watching, shade 
loving, and a respite from the day.  He laid his seat back, and I read a new book I had just 
gotten on clearance – all about decorating for dinner and parties called Pretty Fun by Kate 
Hudson.  It was delightful! I earmarked a few recipes to try. 

By then, we had found a movie at a theater that’s not the big box kind.  It’s the artsy kind.  Have 
you sought out a different movie house and a different movie from the big blockbusters…ever?  
It was a foreign film, and the reviewer gave it an A, so we went.  And this time we stopped in a 
restaurant and got a sub sandwich and chips to enjoy, instead of our usual popcorn!  We made 
sure there were no smells that would bother other moviegoers, and we crunched quietly as we 
thoroughly enjoyed the movie Insult.  (I always carry a big cloth bag for just such occasions!) 



The evening found us back at home making a full-out picnic to be enjoyed on the floor (with 
table runner down the middle of the rug!).  This is one of my favorite ways to eat while browsing 
the television and holding good conversation. 

Those nothing days are not my favorites when I realize they are upon me, and there’s nothing 
on the calendar.  But when they’re over, I have sweet memories, got a little rest, held hands with 
my best friend, and chatted about nothing in particular (no world news, worries about life, etc.) 
and ate some good bites. How could that be anything but wonderful? 

When’s the last time you had a nothing day that turned out to be pretty spectacular?  Don’t plan 
one… 

���
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Words of Wisdom - Faith That Won’t Back Down – by Sofia Herrera 
 
Google defines faith as having complete trust or confidence in someone or something. As I have 
lived I have come to find that, as Christians, we are nothing without our faith in God.  

In Exodus chapter 14, God directs Moses to part the Red Sea for the people of Israel to flee 
from Pharaoh and the Egyptians. The Red Sea is estimated to be on average about 1,600 feet 
deep. So not only did the Israelites have to walk down and across the sea to the other side, but 
they had to have 100% faith that God (through Moses) would hold those waters high and protect 
them until they reached dry land.  

Exodus 14:13&14 says,  

“And Moses said to the people, “Do not be afraid. Stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord, 
which He will accomplish for you today. For the Egyptians whom you see today, you shall see 

again no more forever. The Lord will fight for you, and you shall hold your peace.” 

As a young Christian girl, I struggle with my faith every day. I often find myself questioning God; 
asking Him why I have gone through trials in my life such as ungranted desires, failed 
relationships, and medical issues. It is sometimes hard to trust the Lord even when I know He is 
fighting for me. It is tough to have faith like the Israelites, when I can’t see the other side.  

However, Galatians 2:20 says,  

“I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in 
the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.” 

If I can sit down and tell someone to have faith that their circumstances are going to get better, 
then why can’t I do that for myself? Galatians 2:20 is a reminder; a reminder that it is God who 
lives in me, and who gives me faith because He gave Himself for me.  

Throughout our lifetime we will always be let down, but GOD NEVER FAILS.  

For every trial in my life I can count 100 things God has done for me greater. James 1:22 says 
we are to be doers of the word and not deceive ourselves. Doubt does not come from the Lord, 
but from the flesh; and if I am to carry out all of my days, I have to have faith in God like Moses.  

 Faith that God is going to provide 
 Faith that God is going to comfort me 
 Faith that God will give me strength 
 Faith that God will come through.  

So it is in the words of Paul, through the book of Ephesians, that I put on the armor of God and I 
look doubt in the face and I say, “Bring it on.” 



Saddle Up - Hug It Out – by Melissa Critz 
 
 
Back in the day while home schooling my then four littles, I used to give my kids 
assignments each day beyond the typical school lesson. One of the many assignments, 
which I am sure my kids lovingly recall, was to give each person in the family a number 
of hugs in one day. It always brought on the giggles, as well as the sighs as they got 
older, but thankfully they all chose to complete the task.  
 
You may ask, “Why did you pick this activity?” Good question.  
 
I wanted to foster loving relationships among my children. I wanted them to know that it 
was okay, and even a good thing, to hug your sibling and to hug your parents. My 
husband and I even carried this idea over into the area of sibling rivalry. When 
disagreements happened (as they often did in a house of two girls and two boys all 
being within six years of each other), we had them come together, calm down, and talk 
through the issue. The transgressor asked for forgiveness. We chose not to use “I’m 
sorry,” as we wanted them to understand and use the word forgiveness. The receiver 
said, “I forgive you.” Then we would have them hug.  
 
As the kids have grown into adults, hugging is still important in our family. We aren’t 
overly ‘huggy’ and we don’t hug at the drop of a hat. It’s more when we say good-bye or 
know a hug is just needed. Regardless, it was important to us that our family knows it’s 
good to show that we love and care for each other and that hugging is a good thing.  
 
Being that it’s just after February (the month of love), I was thinking on this quite a lot 
and talking with my Saddle Partner as I was riding. I knew there was something to this, 
as I had heard several news stories of late in regards to hugging. One reporter shared 
about a place that people could go pay to be held/embraced by another person for a 
period of time. Pay to just be held? Another story that I read shared about the effects of 
hugging and holding another person – how it causes a decrease in the heart rate and 
the stress hormones to lower. And even another thought on hugging was the release a 
person has when someone they love physically holds them. You see it happen so much, 
once the arms wrap around a person in distress. Sometimes you see that person just 
crumble in the hugger’s arms.  
 
I do understand that some people do not like to be hugged or even touched, and I do 
know that people of the opposite sex may side hug or not even hug at all. There is a lot 
to be said for that. I certainly understand and agree with those issues. However, I am 
really talking about family and close friends, or times when it’s apparent that another 
needs the supportive hug. What I have found with this is that hugging can bring such 
comfort and even emotional healing.  
 
I believe hugging is even beneficial for those of us with pets. I know when I greet my 
horses I always pat them as I say their name and usually hug them around the neck. My 
older daughter loves to cuddle with her dog and cat, and my son and his wife love to do 
the same with their kitty. All of us in our family are cat lovers and love our lap kitties, 
scratching and cradling and patting.  
 
I sought the Lord on this theme and I couldn’t find anything specifically on hugging. What 
I did read kept connecting hugging with love. But just in my quiet time with the Lord, I 



talked this through with Him after looking at what I know he says about love in His word. 
People need people and they need the touch of another person.  
 

 In times of sadness, shouldering another’s tears can bring such comfort.  
 In times of disagreement between siblings or couples, holding the other can bring 

closure.  
 In times of inexplicable joy with cheers and tears of joy, bear hugs help to 

celebrate the occasion beyond any other way.   
 In the simple times of a greeting, a hug shows the joy and love to that caring 

friend.  
 
What is the encouragement this month? If you aren’t a hugger, I highly encourage you to 
give it a try with a loved one or good friend. If you are a hugger, enjoy! If you know a 
dear friend that is in need of an encouraging squeeze, pass it along. Hugging heals. 
Hugging comforts. Hugging shows love and compassion.  
 
We all need a hug. Grab your spouse or dear friend or pet. Hug away! 
 
While researching, I found the poem below. Enjoy! 
 
 
What Hugging Can Do 
By Dean Walley, The Messenger from bible.org 
 
It’s wondrous what a hug can do. 
A hug can cheer you when you’re blue 
A hug can say, “I love you so,” 
Or, “I hate to see you go.” 
A hug is “Welcome back again.” 
And “Great to see you! Where ‘er you been' 
A hug can soothe a small child’s pain 
And bring a rainbow after the rain. 
The hug, there’s just no doubt about it— 
We scarcely could survive without it! 
A hug delights and warms and cheers; 
It must be why God gave us arms. 
Hugs are great for fathers and mothers, 
Sweet for sisters, swell for brothers; 
And chances are your favorite aunts 
love them more than potted plants 
Kittens crave them, puppies love them, 
Heads of states are not above them. 
A hug can break the language barrier 
And make your travel so much merrier. 
No need to fret about your store of ‘em; 
The more you give, the more there’s more of ‘em. 
So stretch those arms without delay 
And give someone a hug today! 
 
 



Firmly Planted – The Know it All – by Dina Cavazos 

“God’s will—nothing more, nothing less, nothing else.”  

When I read those words, they resonated within me. That simple but profound statement 
wrapped up everything I was trying to say in my last piece “Simply Reveal.” This has become 
my motto, my mantra, my prayer over the last few months. In this mindset, I’m open to what He 
assigns on a daily basis. 

 In my journey with God, especially over the last few months, He’s been subtly and gently 
working to help me let go of controlling, creating my own agenda, having inexpedient 
expectations, walking in my own way rather than his. My part is to set my mind and will toward 
it—and only by “abiding in him” can I do it at all. “I in you and you in me”..........whichever way 
you look at it, only the life of Christ living in me can make the “Ever-Present Presence” kind of 
life possible. 

If this sounds a bit mysterious, it’s because it’s difficult to describe something unseen. Life with 
God is somewhat of a mystery—the Kingdom of God (the place where he rules and reigns) is 
within, defined by ways unseen to the natural mind, so it’s no surprise some do not believe and 
even scoff and ridicule. For me, God’s will is what he wants right now. He’s the true and 
unapologetic Know It All, so I think I’ll just listen to him, thank you very much. 

It seems to me that each of us who have entered that place, the Kingdom, through the One 
Door, is on a separate journey alone with God where he deals with us personally and 
transforms us from a sow’s ear into a silk purse. The traditional proverb says it can’t be done, 
but, trust me, God can do it. At the same time, we’re on this journey together and share some 
common knowledge and experiences. Like having a friend in common—we may not all know 
one another, but we all know that one friend and can relate on that basis.... But I’m afraid I’m 
wandering into a story for another month, perhaps. 

For now, I want to get back to doing God’s will for the moment: writing this article about this 
subject because it’s the task I’m assigned right now. It’s my responsibility and privilege to do so, 
and there are other tasks waiting for me. I set myself this morning to embrace what comes; 
whether it be trial or success, kind person or needy person, difficulty or joy. I place myself at the 
feet of the KNOW IT ALL, listening for his voice, trusting that he’s Present right now. 

For me, “doing God’s will, nothing more, nothing else, and nothing less” means trying not to act 
out of “need to” but “want to,” as my wants are aligned with his. It means more awareness of 
wasting time, accumulating needlessly, spending unconscientiously, choosing activities 
haphazardly, and much more—so many things that can sound like rules! But they aren’t rules—
it’s a Presence in the heart that says yes, no, go here, do that. Sometimes, nothing...do what 
you want. What Joy! What Peace! What Freedom! 

Today, if you haven’t yet, I encourage you to knock on the One Door and enter into the soul-
satisfying Kingdom. If you have, we’re on this journey together and I encourage you to abide in 
Christ, because he knows it all. 



Moving Forward – Choosing Love – by Pam Charro 
 

1 Corinthians 13:7 says, 
 

(Love) always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. 
 

Have you ever noticed how unflattering the press often tries to make other people look? Just 
wait in line at the grocery store check-out and you can't miss it. Tabloids full of negative 
captions and pictures of famous people looking their absolute worst. It's all over the TV and 
billboards, too. There must be a lot of money in making others look bad!  
 
The enemy loves it when we do this to each other, and I suspect he gets a special charge out of 
it when we do it to loved ones. I guess I've been doing it for years and wasn't even aware of it 
until recently.  
 
An important person in my life said some very hurtful things to me not long ago, and I've been 
having a hard time getting over it. It wasn't done in a constructive or loving way, and I was 
devastated. For several days afterward, I found myself replaying the scenario over and over, 
trying to understand what had happened and why. I kept seeing my friend's haughty 
expressions, hearing the ugly tone in her voice, and re-experiencing her disrespectful attitude, 
and I realized my heart was increasingly hardening and I was developing something 
frighteningly close to hatred! 
 
That night, as I lay in bed, deeply distressed over my intense feelings, the Lord brought to me 
the scripture "Love always protects." I began to understand that, while this person had been 
unloving toward me, replaying all that negativity over and over was causing me to forget that 
there was much more to her. I did love her, even though she had hurt me, but I needed to 
protect my own opinion of her by giving her grace and remembering all of the things I love about 
her. I may still hurt, but at least my own heart will be free of bitterness. And I will have the 
opportunity to be a little more like my heavenly Father.  
 
I still don't know why my friend acted the way she did, but I have made up my mind to refuse to 
allow hatred and bitterness to have the final say. I will protect her reputation, just as my own 
reputation needs protection when I blow it. 
 
I thank God for my heart and soul to be free of ungodly junk! And I thank him for the grace to 
always be able to choose love. 
�



Real Stories – Back to the Truth – by Paola McGarvey 
 
Being a follower of Christ is not easy. As most of us know, the Bible actually tells us that “in this 
world you will have trials.” (John 16:33) But today, I’d like to focus on the first and last parts of 
this verse: “I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace…Take heart! I have 
overcome the world.”  
 
It seems like every month (every week!) a new tragedy on the news has us shedding tears. 
Some occur thousands of miles away from us, and some seem to happen right in our own 
backyards. Some have very little direct connection to us, and some seem to hit directly home. 
But regardless of being a news headline or not, we all go through difficult situations we wish 
were not the case, whether it’s a current situation we are dealing with right now or something 
that happened in the past.  
 
For me, one of these times was the car accident my family was involved in two years ago. My 
parents had flown up from Paraguay, South American (the place where I am originally from), 
and my husband, sister and I were meeting them in Colorado for a family friend’s wedding. 
Things could not have been going more perfectly. We spent an awesome time for my mom’s 
birthday, had a loving Christmas time with family friends, and then were able to help out and be 
a part of such a beautiful wedding. Well, the night ended, we had done the bride and groom 
send off and were now on our way to our hotel when the unexplainable happened. As we were 
crossing over a highway bridge (my husband in the driver’s seat along with myself beside him, 
with both my parents and my sister in the minivan as well), out of nowhere a mini SUV collided 
into our vehicle causing a complete T-bone crash.  
 
By the time our car had finally stopped and our airbags had gone off, I actually snickered a little 
bit in disbelief of what just happened but also in relief that we were all okay… or in belief that we 
were all okay. Once the paramedics arrived and checked us all out, we came to find that my 
mom was unable to move either of her legs. Somehow, the accident had caused her to 
dislocate and break both her hips. Of course, we didn’t know this at the time. She just couldn’t 
move from the waist down and was beginning to feel excruciating pain.  
 
My mom was rushed to the hospital in an ambulance, and the rest of us followed close behind. 
We were all in for a long night. We were just so heartbroken watching my mom in the ER be in 
so much pain, with no one able to help her for hours. Finally, one of the doctors on call came in 
and after much protocol and paperwork said he would be putting her hips back into place. My 
mom was finally also put on some heavy, heavy pain medication and was able to rest pain-free.  
 
The accident happened on Dec 30 and we did end up spending New Years in the hospital since 
my mom was admitted (as was expected). Not at all how we thought we would be starting out 
our 2016. As you can imagine, the rest of their visit to the United States did not go as planned, 
either. All the plans I had for my parents their last week in Florida had to be cancelled. Instead 
we spent our time together tending to my mom and making sure she got the rest she needed. 
We had to upgrade all her flights to first class so she could fly more comfortably, and it was 
certainly the hardest goodbye I ever had to say to her. Once my mom and dad returned home to 
Paraguay, my mom had to be placed in immediate and intensive physical therapy to begin 
walking again. She was out of work for several months, and her whole bedroom had to be 
moved downstairs to the first floor of their house since she couldn’t use the stairs.  
 
I want to go back to the Bible verse found in John 16: “I have told you these things so that in me 
you may have peace…Take heart! I have overcome the world.” Peace was the last thing on my 



mind and heart those first few months of 2016. I was so distraught. I couldn’t understand why 
that accident had to happen that night. I couldn’t understand why it happened to my mom! But 
ladies, I am here to tell you that God is so good: through those months of hard and negative 
feelings, in His grace, He allowed me to somehow come back to this truth.  
 
Unfortunately, I still cannot tell you the exact reason for the car accident that night. I don’t know 
why God allowed it all to happen. But what I can tell you is that through it all, He was in fact 
glorified and His greatness was still shown. For starters, the Lord spared our lives and the life of 
the driver that hit us! Secondly, God’s healing hand was definitely evident in my mom’s body in 
the fact that the doctors concluded she would not be needing surgery, and He was with her 
throughout her physical therapy and her road to total recovery.  
 
You see, ultimately, we just don’t have the mental or emotional capability of understanding 
God’s plans for our lives and the purposes behind some our life tragedies. We simply don’t have 
the big picture like the Lord does. Our job is to simply continue to trust that He knows and wants 
what is best for us.  
 

Jeremiah 29:11 says, 
“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord,  

plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you a hope and a future.” 
 
Hope. What more can we ask for?  
 
When the going gets tough, do we still believe that God has truly overcome the world and all the 
evil in it? Do we still seek to have peace in Him?  
 
I encourage you to live your day to day in this truth, not just in the bad times, but every single 
day.  
 
 
Her blog�http://www.paolajoann.com/blog 
 
"Christ follower, wife and mom slowly building my life and home away from home. As a Paraguayan national 
from South America, I currently live in sunny central Florida with my husband, Christopher, our one-year-old 
daughter, Maya JoAnn, and our pit-mix, Nico. I love writing about my little family and all the many adventures 
God has brought us through as an intercultural family."  
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FRESH THYME – Forfeit? – by Marcy Lytle 

“Oh what peace we often forfeit…” are the lyrics to an old hymn, which sings of taking 
everything to God in prayer.  I like that reminder.  And I have found that there is another way we 
forfeit peace, too…when we fail to read His word. 

“Forfeit!” might be something a team enjoys hearing when they show up to play a game in the 
snow or rain and the other team is a no-show. The team who showed up gets a win, because 
the competing players failed to show up.  But is it really a win?  It doesn’t feel like a win.  There 
was no sweat, no plays, no scores, and no defeats.   

I am the world’s worst at forfeiting peace.  I don’t show up to the feast before me in the pages 
written to me as a handbook for life and all things God.  It’s not his fault that I’m running around 
like a maniac in a panic, but rather I’ve decided to forfeit and stay away from the table that’s 
piled high with enough goodness to last me a lifetime. 

Here’s what I mean: 

We show up to the feasting table (the Word) and pick, for example, one little roasted garlic from 
the table because we’re in a hurry.  However, it tastes awful!  It was roasted with the array of 
vegetables for flavor, but we didn’t bite into the entire dish.   

So it is with God’s word. We open it in a hurry for “good luck pill” for the day and choose a verse 
we turn to, only there’s no context, no surrounding understanding, and definitely no taste in our 
mouths, because we’ve selected one garlic clove that was never intended to be eaten alone. 

I grew up with a lot of do’s and don’ts handed to me, without understanding.  Reading the Word 
was one of them.  So I read the word, verse by verse to get through the Bible.  Peace forfeited.  
I then read a few verses at night to stave off fear and bring me solace.  Peace forfeited.  
Sometimes I read a story I’d learned from childhood – like Daniel in the Lion’s Den, or Noah’s 
Ark, and I felt good for a moment but then exited the house and…peace forfeited. 

The Bible was never meant to be read or taken or enjoyed or swallowed in bits and pieces, here 
and there, for this ailment and that.  It’s an entire story from beginning to end with characters 
and miracles and hope and life truths, but only if we digest it regularly and in a healthy manner. 

Imagine a table laden with fruit, veggies, breads and something from every category of 
goodness – set in the middle of a meadow – with empty seats all around.  There’s a cute sign 
on the table that says “Welcome.”  We are invited to eat from each color, taste each crunch or 
creaminess, and take in all of the colors of the feast, and to linger…because the Master Chef is 
going to sit with us a while, as well.  He’s going to describe and instruct and demonstrate how to 
enjoy the feast. 

I didn’t like being “told” I had to read the Bible to get into heaven.  But as an adult and after 
realizing peace had been forfeited over and over again, I now realize that it’s an invitation to 
settle my soul, stable my mind, and set me on course – if I read it with understanding and 
hunger and in context. 



Feeling less than peaceful? 

Start a daily sit-down at the table and feast your eyes, take in the smells, linger a while, and look 
into His face and listen, as you dine with Him. 

No idea how to start? 

 Read the book of John in the New Testament about Jesus’s character, his relationship 
with his Father, how he loves us, and then go from there. 

 Find a topic (start with peace!) and look up verses on peace, and read the context 
around them, find out the stories that go with them. 

 Ask a friend that exhibits peace what she’s learned or read, and ask her to share it with 
you. 

 Pray before reading, and ask God what topic, what book, what nugget to taste, and then 
obey. 

 Read diligently, even on days you don’t want to, there’s no time, or you’d rather not.  
You need the feast. 

 Ask for understanding as you pray, and expect God to speak to you (after all, it is His 
words). 

 Find a study guide, a devotional, a book with study questions, and become a student of 
the Word. 

 Always, always show up when the table is full – which is every morning, noon and night. 

Don’t forfeit peace just because you’re too busy, only have time for a nibble, or you don’t 
understand. 

He says, 

These things I have spoken to you, so that in Me you may have peace. In the world you have 
tribulation, but take courage; I have overcome the world. (John 16:33) 

How can that be, to have peace in trials?  Read more…and find out. 



FRESH THYME – The Light 

It was late afternoon and I stepped into my kitchen, which usually is fairly clean, and the setting 
sun was shining through the mini blinds just right…or just wrong.  The rays of the sun 
illuminated every part of my refrigerator and there it was.  Dust and filth I thought were wiped 
clean.  I walked from there into the den where the sunlight was shining through the front door 
window panes just right…or just wrong.  And there on my hardwood floors I spotted areas I had 
missed when using that wonderful Swiffer just a few days ago – the dust looked like it had been 
painted on in streaks! 

I’ve had this happen before, but this time it was just the right moment when the light came in just 
so subtly and yet so boldly as if to scream at me, “Look what you’ve missed!” “You just thought 
your house was clean!”  The sight bothered me so badly that I quickly got a cloth and started 
wiping clean every place that was highlighted by those rays, until the dust was gone and the 
light actually looked pretty against the now clean floors and shiny black doors of the big fridge. 

You probably know where I’m headed with this story, and you’re right.  The light is so welcome, 
so pretty, and so nice on an afternoon just before the sun sets, until it illuminates all of the spots 
not visible when the light is not present. 

His light is just like that.  It shines all the time, but there are special moments when our “blinds” 
are open and our eyes are focused in on just what the light is illuminating – spots that are dirty 
and unsightly – and downright embarrassing.  It’s not that His light is seeking to make us look 
bad, it’s actually seeking to make us notice and wipe up the messes we’ve made that we left 
alone, hoping no one would see.  But then we see it. And we realize what a mess we’ve left 
unwiped and unclean, all because we failed to look at that spot in the light. 

 It’s like little attitudes of hatred and disgust at someone who’s wronged us that we’ve left 
unwiped away. 

 It’s those ugly words we spewed out, like grease escaping from a skillet, which landed 
on someone we loved and made them feel grimy.  

 It’s like ungratefulness that we tracked in on our feet from being “out there” among all the 
things we see and don’t have. 

And the cool thing about His light is that when he illuminates these areas in our hearts and 
minds, he doesn’t expect us to do the hard work of wiping up the spills. He knows we are weary 
and weak at times and just don’t feel like sweeping up the messes we’ve made.  He realizes 
that we often don’t see the dust and grime and dirt until we open the windows and invite Him in.  
And then…the best part of all…is that he wipes away all that has landed and been exposed and 
revealed, those things that we tracked in, and He does it with his lovingkindness of mercy and 
love. 

Open up your blinds, let the light in, and see what dust you’ve missed.  Then pause and give 
thanks as you dust away or sweep, knowing that He too erases everything you’ve missed, if you 
just ask Him and let that light of his love shine on you.   

The Light.  It’s amazing, isn’t it? 



FRESH THYME – The Walk – by Marcy Lytle 

Scene:  Husband and wife walking leisurely around the lake, she’s hoping to have deep 
meaningful conversation, and he’s hoping for nothing much at all. 

Sound familiar? 

He: Look at that house being built over there.  I didn’t know that area was developing. 

She:  I wonder if the kids are okay, I’m concerned about them. 

He: They’re fine.  Wow, that bird is flying crazy, back and forth, I wonder why? 

She:  I’m feeling so stressed and tired. 

He:  A new bench they’ve put in! 

This is the way it goes sometimes, when my husband and I take a “romantic” walk around the 
lake near where we live.  Of course, we’re both going for exercise, but we both have different 
thought processes as we walk.   

One particular day, it was going as written above, and I all of a sudden realized that he was 
seeing so many things on our walk to marvel at and take note of, and I was seeing nothing 
because I was thinking too deeply with furrowed brows. 

If you’ve gone to church most of your life (like I have), you’ve probably heard many times the 
instruction to look through your spiritual eyes…not your physical ones.  And there’s a good time 
to do that, like when all you see is a glass half empty, and He says he provides all things for us.  
I get that. 

But there’s something to be said for looking with our physical eyes too, to give our swirling 
minds and spirits a rest. 

Here’s what I mean: 

I could have walked that entire three miles without ever having seen the beauty of the clouds or 
the sunset, the birds he saw flying back and forth, and the new bench where we could take a 
break and watch the man swimming across the lake.  In fact, I’m sure I’ve done that before, 
when I constantly barraged my husband with questions and topics and worries, wanting his 
input, but not really liking his answers. And on those particular walks, I’ve ended up tired and 
frustrated at the end of our journey, missing the beauty before me. 

That day, thankfully, I quit asking questions and started looking at the things he was pointing out 
to me.  Everything was beautiful.  The birds really were pretty as they perched on a tree stump 
out away from the shore, those benches were new and solid (and cost a lot of money, according 
to my husband!), and the breezes were nice when I chose to feel them instead of wipe my hair 
in anguish as they blew a bit too hard. 



We all need to open our spiritual eyes to see his goodness in our lives when life gets tough and 
all we see is heartache.  I think we all get that.   

But consider this: 

What are we missing when we’re looking for meaning, purpose, and answers all the time, as we 
search our hearts and our minds and the actions of others?  Most of the time, we’re feeling 
burdened, heavy, and we’re not quite so fun to be with… 

What can we see when we focus in on what we see with our physical eyes?  After all, Jesus told 
us to “consider the lilies” and we can’t see them if we’re worried and furrowed and talking 
constantly. It’s only with open eyes and uncluttered minds that we can really focus on the lilies 
and their beauty and how they grow without “toiling or spinning.” 

I finished that walk with my husband, not angry at him for not listening to my woes, but thankful 
that he spoke up about what he saw and it drew my attention away from the worries and into the 
wonder of what we were seeing as we went on The Walk. 



FRESH THYME - Zero Waste 

Seriously? 

I am 60.  It’s sometimes easy to look at the trends of the next generation and shake my head in 

disbelief in what they’re into, these days.  

It started when my daughter had her first child, and I was soon told that there was a better way 

to lay the baby down in the bed, sign language was necessary prior to learning to talk, baby 

food was best blended and not from a jar, and all sorts of do’s and don’ts that I’d never heard of, 

or worried about, when my daughter was born.  I don’t remember being concerned with anything 

other than making sure my baby was fed, slept well, and loved.  It seemed so simple. 

Fast forward a few years, and a huge trend I’m reading about, hearing about, and seeing videos 

about is zero waste.  I’ve listened in a few videos and followed a few Instagram posts, mostly 

because I’m intrigued and fascinated that someone spends SO  MUCH TIME AND EFFORT to 

cut their waste down to zero.  I was taught to throw my garbage in a can and not litter the 

streets, so I’ve helped the planet…haven’t I?  And I don’t even think about the future of our 

planet, as most of my prayers and concerns are with today’s troubles and friends who have sick 

kids or worrisome wandering parents or who’ve lost their jobs. 

I’m guessing that every generation has its focus, a new set of band wagons on which to ride, 

and passion for something new to focus on with every ounce of their being and every moment of 

their day. 

So back to this zero waste concept.  Did you know some of our friends use metal straws instead 

of plastic ones, because apparently plastic straws are horrible for our earth?  This particular 

piece of news stunned me because I cannot imagine carrying around a metal straw, much less 

keeping it clean inside!  Another part of zero waste is buying things secondhand, which I 

suppose has been something people have done forever.  But I personally would rather pay $10 

for a new shirt on sale, than $10 for a designer shirt on a rack that’s been worn multiple times by 

who knows who.  But that’s just me. 

However, I don’t want to be the mom/grandmother who disses what the next generation is doing 

and thinking about and sharing.  I want to glean the good from what they see and realize, just 

like I hope they glean the good from what I’ve lived and experienced.  I want them to know that 

God is good and faithful and worthy of our adoration, and that Jesus really does love them and 

forgive them, and that there is an awesome plan for their life in surrender to Him.  But they too 

have a voice of what they’re experiencing and learning and practicing, the best they know how, 

so I want to listen and learn. 

Don’t panic and raise your eyebrows.  I’m not going zero waste.  It seems like too much effort, 

at least today.  But I have listened and watched and considered, and there are a few things I’m 

already doing, and a few more I’d like to try.  Some of what they say makes sense about 

pollution and landfills and toxicity in our world.  And I want to do a part of what I can. 



We can’t all jump on every bandwagon that parades down our street.  We’d never get 

anywhere, and our families and homes would be neglected, because those wagons are all 

different and full of varying attractions.  We can’t change our lifestyles to fit everyone else’s 

style, those we listen to on television or at work or at church.  We have to find our happy 

medium, our good conscience, and our contribution as one of many. 

Here’s a few things I’m trying or would like to try, so I’ll suggest them and leave it with you to 

decide what you’ll do: 

Eliminate water bottles.  I can purchase a reusable one (there are so many cool ones out 

there everywhere!) and carry it with me everywhere I go, sit it beside me when I work, and 

quench my thirst without piling up plastic. 

Cloth napkins.  I love these.  Bandannas are great and cheap.  And they’re easy to thrown in 

the wash, they don’t wrinkle, and they come in all colors.  These too can be tossed in a bag to 

go with me when I move and eat on the go. 

Reusable bags.  I did this for a while, then I grew tired and forgetful, and went back to taking 

the plastic bags home from the store.  However, I really enjoyed having my own bags to stuff.  

So I’m considering purchasing this pack of 10 bags and training myself to use them at the store, 

the farmer’s market, and shopping all over town! 

Meal prep and use.  I try my best to have menus on hand when I shop so that I don’t buy 

unnecessary items. And I try often to look in my fridge and see what’s there to use up, before I 

hit the store again.  This has made me put on my creativity apron and get to work.  Leftover 

veggies in the fridge? They can be roasted and placed with pasta, on toast, or over rice, or in a 

pocket! 

Metal straws.  Still thinking about this one, but I’m not there yet.  Not sure I ever will be. But I 

might consider paper straws over plastic…we shall see. 

I don’t ever want my daughters and sons and their children to feel like I disapprove of their 

passions and goals, if they’re within reason and not destructive!  I want to support them, give a 

listen, and participate when I can.  I’m thinking they’ll be more likely to come to me when life hits 

them hard and they aren’t sure where to turn, if I turn to them and open my ears when they have 

something to share… 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QJ9VZUA/ref=asc_df_B00QJ9VZUA5358364/?tag=hyprod-

20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B00QJ9VZUA&linkCode=df0&hvadid=193157030383&hvpos=1o1&

hvnetw=g&hvrand=13730549680331782576&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvloc

int=&hvlocphy=9028263&hvtargid=pla-343926093764 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QJ9VZUA/ref=asc_df_B00QJ9VZUA5358364/?tag=hyprod-20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B00QJ9VZUA&linkCode=df0&hvadid=193157030383&hvpos=1o1&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13730549680331782576&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028263&hvtargid=pla-343926093764
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QJ9VZUA/ref=asc_df_B00QJ9VZUA5358364/?tag=hyprod-20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B00QJ9VZUA&linkCode=df0&hvadid=193157030383&hvpos=1o1&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13730549680331782576&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028263&hvtargid=pla-343926093764
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QJ9VZUA/ref=asc_df_B00QJ9VZUA5358364/?tag=hyprod-20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B00QJ9VZUA&linkCode=df0&hvadid=193157030383&hvpos=1o1&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13730549680331782576&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028263&hvtargid=pla-343926093764
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QJ9VZUA/ref=asc_df_B00QJ9VZUA5358364/?tag=hyprod-20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B00QJ9VZUA&linkCode=df0&hvadid=193157030383&hvpos=1o1&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13730549680331782576&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028263&hvtargid=pla-343926093764
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